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AT A GLANCE

INNOVATION

This Leaders Lab study examined savings messages presented during onboarding to Even,
an employer-based financial management platform, which presented users with an explicit
choice about whether they want to enroll in automatic savings.
IMPACT
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Asking users whether they wanted to save during onboarding
to the app (using “active choice” messaging) increased the
number of users who saved via automatic paycheck withdrawals
by 31% after eight months. The company saw no meaningful
change in user dropoff rates during onboarding with the
additional screen about savings.
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Individuals who saw active
choice messaging had 42%
greater savings balances after
eight months — $52 versus
$36 for those who did not
receive such messaging.

APPLICATIONS

01

Use active choice to promote
financial health goals when
auto-enrollment isn’t
feasible. While defaulting
consumers into products and
services (auto-enrollment)
can be a powerful driver of
financial health, active choice
messaging is an alternative
that is easier to implement
while creating a meaningful
impact on savings.

42%

greater savings
balances

02

Promote opportunities to save
during onboarding to increase
enrollment. Onboarding can
capture a time when financial
decisions are most salient,
but organizations should weigh
additions carefully against
potential decision fatigue.
We found that active choice
messaging added to the end
of Even’s onboarding flow
increased savings without
affecting dropout rates.

31%

higher enrollment in
automatic savings

2

03

Consider increasing the
default contribution amount
to grow savings balances
further. Default contribution
amounts can influence
financial health outcomes,
and higher defaults for
savings contributions will
lead to higher balances.

$52

in average
net savings

SECTION 1
Innovation: Asking Users to Decide Whether
to Enroll in Automatic Savings

Even is an earned wage access platform that people can use to plan for their expenses,
stay within account spending limits, save toward achievable goals, and borrow their earned
wages from their next paycheck to cover cash flow shortfalls.
Companies provide Even as a benefit for
their employees, who can choose to download
the Even app and enroll. Many of Even’s users
live paycheck to paycheck and have limited
short-term savings. The U.S. Financial Health
Pulse® survey shows that in 2019, half of people
in the U.S. earning between $30,000 and
$60,000 a year (51%) did not have enough
short-term savings to cover three months
of living expenses.1 Across all income levels,
12% of people did not have enough saved
to cover a week of expenses.2
Even’s automatic savings feature is designed
to support workers’ ability to save and reduce
their financial stress. As a split deposit program,
Even’s savings feature enables users to save a
percentage of their income that is automatically
deducted from their paychecks and routed to
an Even account. Even’s automatic savings
program suggests that users save 3% of their
income as a default, which users can update
to their preferred savings rate.

1

U.S. Financial Health Pulse: 2019 Trends Report, Financial Health Network, 2019.

2

Ibid.

3

Automatic savings, which people can engage in
through a split deposit program such as Even’s
or by establishing recurring transfers between
accounts, provides workers with a “set it and
forget it” tool to build savings with minimal
ongoing effort. In contrast to saving with manual
deposits, automatic savings minimize how often
someone has to overcome the psychological
challenge of giving up money in the present for
a payoff in the future. Using automatic savings
not only helps overcome this challenge to save,
but also is associated with greater holistic
financial well-being.3

salient when users decide to begin using
a financial management tool such as Even.
Even added the automatic savings screen
to the end of its new user onboarding,
minimizing the risk that a user might abandon
the onboarding process if the savings prompt
was not relevant or created decision fatigue.
In addition to calling users’ attention to the
option to enroll in automatic savings by including
it in the onboarding flow, Even displayed the
option in a way that prompted users to
affirmatively identify whether they wanted
to save (see Figure 2). We anticipated the active
choice structure would increase Even users’
savings by increasing the number of users who
participate in automatic savings.

A 2015 survey found that one in five workers used
a split deposit at that time, but that overall use of
direct deposit (and likely, therefore, split deposit)
was less prevalent among lower-income and parttime workers.4 Indeed, the U.S. Financial Health
Pulse Survey finds that participation in automatic
transfers from a checking account to a savings
or investment account increases with household
income. In 2019, people with annual household
incomes of $100,000 or more were 63% more
likely to use automatic transfers than people
with incomes below $30,000.5

Figure 1. App Dashboard with Tab to Save

Even worked with the Financial Health Leaders
Lab to test an approach for increasing the
impact of its automatic savings feature by
boosting enrollment. The automatic savings
feature was available to all users as a feature
that they could opt into after enrolling on the
platform by navigating to the “Save” tab on
the app’s dashboard (see Figure 1). We developed
an alternative approach to test using an “active
choice” structure, in which Even invited new
users to decide whether to participate in
automatic savings while they were completing
onboarding to register for the Even app.
App onboarding is an opportune moment to
engage users in decisions related to financial
health, since those goals may be particularly
3

Brianna L. Middlewood et al., Exploring the relationships between impatience, savings automation, and financial welfare, Financial Planning Review, December 14, 2018.

4

Javelin Strategy, Beyond Simple and Safe: Opportunities to Expand the Use of Direct Deposit via ACH for Payroll, April 2016.

5

Authors’ calculations: U.S. Financial Health Pulse Survey, Financial Health Network, 2019.
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Active choice is a type of choice architecture
that helps people overcome several barriers
that can impede them in pursuing their goals.
People often procrastinate on taking action
toward their goals, particularly when taking
action involves costs in the present for a benefit
in the future, as is the case when signing up for
automatic savings. An active choice helps to
overcome procrastination by bringing the choice
to users’ attention and prompting them to think
about their goals. By asking its users to choose a
savings goal or to indicate “I don’t want to save
right now” during onboarding, Even sought to help
its users take action toward their savings goals.

enrollment was 28 percentage points higher when
the decision was presented as an active choice.7
Through its participation in the Leaders Lab,
Even sought to apply the benefits of active choice,
that have been demonstrated in a retirement
savings context, to short-term savings.

Active choice is an appealing alternative when a
company doesn’t want to or can’t automatically
default customers into a product or service.
Research shows that configuring products to
be “opt-out,” where a customer is automatically
enrolled unless they choose to decline, can be
a powerful approach to achieve positive financial
health outcomes, such as increased retirement
savings. For example, a company that implemented
an opt-out retirement savings plan saw its
employees’ participation rates increase from
60% under an opt-in plan to 95% with the
opt-out plan at three months of tenure.6

Figure 2. Active Choice to Enroll in Automatic Savings

An opt-out approach isn’t always feasible,
however, because of legal or other hurdles.
In some cases, companies may be concerned
that an opt-out approach would create negative
customer or employee sentiment, or even create
harm. When it comes to payroll deductions for
workers living paycheck to paycheck, as many
Even users are, active choice is an option for
encouraging users to enroll in automatic savings
without defaulting any users into removing
essential funds from their paycheck. In the context
of retirement savings, a company that switched
from an active choice to an opt-in approach
to its 401(k) retirement savings plan saw that
6

John Beshears et al., The Importance of Default Options for Retirement Savings Outcomes: Evidence from the United States, NBER, February 2006; Stephen J. Kay and Tapen Sinah,
Lessons from Pension Reform in the Americas, Oxford University Press, January 2008, pp. 59-87.

7

Gabriel D. Carroll et al., Optimal Defaults and Active Decisions, Quarterly Journal of Economics, Volume 124, Issue 4, November 2009, pp. 1639–1674.
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SECTION 2
Approach: Include Savings Active Choice in Onboarding
Even adapted the app’s onboarding flow for a subset of new users, incorporating a decision
about whether to enroll in automatic savings over the course of one week in February 2020.
Even randomized which users saw the active
choice message and which saw the typical
onboarding flow: 2,833 users saw the active
choice message and 2,488 users formed a control
group.8 Users in the control group experienced
the standard app onboarding process; they were
not presented with a choice about participating in
savings as part of onboarding. These users could
still access Even’s automatic savings feature by
seeking it out in the savings component of the
platform and opting in. Control group users saw
a “badge” directing their attention to the savings
section of the Even app, but did not receive
active choice messaging (see Figure 3 for users’
paths to savings).

To assess the impact of the active choice
messaging, we examined savings balances over
time and the enrollment rates in the automatic
transfer feature. We hypothesized that individuals
who received the active choice messaging —
prominently encouraging them to save and
requiring the users to make a decision to save
— would result in higher amounts of savings and
higher participation in automatic transfers.
We examined outcomes for Even users close
to eight months after they were onboarded.
By measuring the changes in the relevant data
fields, we could better understand the impact
of the active choice messaging. In addition to
monitoring savings deposit and withdrawal
metrics, Even also tracked user dropout rates
during the onboarding process.

Figure 3. Path to Automatic Savings for Active Choice and Control Groups
Active Choice
Group
JOIN EVEN,
PROGRESS
THROUGH
ONBOARDING
PROCESS

ACTIVE CHOICE
MESSAGING
(See Figure 2)

User decides to enroll in automatic savings
Random
assignment
Control
Group

User does not enroll in automatic savings
DASHBOARD SCREEN
(See Figure 1)

SAVE TAB

AUTOMATIC SAVINGS
ENROLLMENT

User decides to enroll in automatic savings
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While we did not have access to user demographic information, we were able to compare the two groups based on hours worked and gross pay during the first month of the
evaluation; there were no significant differences between the two groups.
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SECTION 3
Impact: Active Choice Messaging Increased Savings
Participation and Average Balances
The active choice messaging yielded positive outcomes: Those who received the active choice
messaging were more likely to have engaged in automatic savings than those who did not
receive the messaging.9
Furthermore, individuals who saw the active
choice message averaged higher balances and
deposit amounts at the end of the study period.
Notably, Even saw minimal impact from the
new onboarding flow on dropoff rates.

of individuals in the active choice messaging
group who continued to automatically save
decreased gradually over the study period.
Yet the difference in participation in automatic
savings between the two groups remained
large and significant.

Participation in Automatic Savings
An additional five percentage points of individuals
who saw the active choice messaging participated
in automatic savings compared with those who
were in the control group.** The difference in
automatic savings participation between the two
groups was largest shortly after individuals had
completed the onboarding process; 47% more
people who saw the active choice messaging
engaged in automatic savings than the
comparison group one month after onboarding.
This difference decreased to 31% after nearly
eight months as users in the control group found
the automatic savings feature on their own and
enrolled over time. Furthermore, the proportion

Figure 4. Percentage of Workers Who Had Saved via
Automatic Payroll Deductions, 8 Months After Onboarding

16.9%

22.1%
Control

Active Choice Messaging

An additional five percentage points of individuals who saw the active choice
messaging participated in automatic savings compared with those who were
in the control group.
** Statistically significant at 5% level (p<0.05)
9

We control for wage (calculated as gross pay over the course of the first month of analysis divided by number of hours worked in the first month) in all analyses.
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Notably, the promotion of automatic saving
did not have a detrimental effect on manual
saving. Even users who received active choice
messaging were encouraged to save via
automatic transfers but could also manually
contribute money to savings, for example,
when users had money beyond automatic
transfers. Individuals who received active
choice messaging were also 18% more likely
to make manual savings transfers than
individuals in the control group (a difference
of 4 percentage points).**

As a result, those users had less time to save
money and saved a lower average amount
relative to the active choice group.
The trend in balances was driven by the
significantly higher amounts in deposits
among those who saw the active choice
messaging (an average of $22.45 greater
deposits);** there was no significant
difference between the two groups in the
amount of withdrawals. This finding suggests
that increasing enrollment in automatic savings
through active choice messaging can help
workers to build their savings balances over
time. Alternatively, short-term savings can help
people with cash flow management issues to
cover shortfalls between income and expenses.
If users who saw the active choice messaging
had used their savings in this way, they would
have had frequent deposits and withdrawals,
but would not have steadily increased their
savings balances (and we might have seen more
withdrawals from this group to match their
higher dollar amount and number of deposits).
We saw no differences in withdrawals between
the group who saw active choice messaging and
the control group, however, indicating that users
were not changing their spending behavior in
response to higher amounts in savings.

As the U.S. Financial Health Pulse showed,
people with lower incomes are less likely to
use automatic transfers. These relatively lower
participation rates make the 5-percentage point
difference (and 31% increase in likelihood) in
use of automatic savings as a result of the active
choice messaging even more meaningful.

Savings Balances
Individuals receiving active choice messages
had 42% higher balances in savings in an Even
account at the end of the evaluation, an average
of $15.16 higher than users in the control group.*10
We calculated average savings for all individuals
who were included in the research, regardless of
whether they ultimately saved, to understand the
expected impact of the active choice messaging
on average balances. Higher balances among
those who saw the active choice messaging
were driven by those individuals starting to save
earlier in their tenure with the app, on average,
than people in the control group, as well as a
higher proportion of individuals participating
in automatic savings. Meanwhile, control group
users started saving at a later point after they
started using the Even app because they had
to seek out the savings capabilities of the app.

Figure 5. Average Savings Balances After 8 Months

$36.45

$51.61
Control

* Statistically significant at 10% level (p<0.1)
** Statistically significant at 5% level (p<0.05)
10

We calculate balances as the total dollar amount of deposits minus the total dollar amount of withdrawals.
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Active Choice Messaging

One limitation to our research is that we
did not observe other savings accounts held
outside of Even or whether users reduced
their spending in their transaction accounts.
Therefore, we cannot establish the extent to
which users hold savings outside of Even,
or whether the savings we observe in users’
Even accounts replaces savings that would have
occurred in the absence of an Even account.

We do expect greater benefits from enrolling
in automatic savings deposits in an account at
Even relative to an outside account, however.
The automatic savings withdrawals in an Even
account may lead to higher savings over time
than savings in outside accounts without automatic
paycheck deduction because of a status quo
bias; regular savings in the Even account do not
require further action from the user.
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SECTION 4
Applications: Promote Financial Health Goals
and Opportunities to Save During Onboarding
The COVID-19 pandemic hit the U.S. soon after Even launched the study and its active
choice messaging, and these unique circumstances may have influenced the participation
rate in automatic savings and the level of savings balances that we observed.
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The pandemic amplified the salience of the
importance of savings, leading to increases
in savings balances across the income spectrum
even before people received stimulus payments.11
At the same time, historic job losses led to
income losses and forced some workers to
draw down their savings to cover living expenses.

Use active choice to promote financial health
goals when auto-enrollment isn’t feasible.
Auto-enrollment in savings programs (an “opt-out”
approach) can significantly increase the number
of workers who participate in savings programs
while preserving their ability to choose not to
enroll. This approach isn’t always feasible or
desirable, however. There can be legal hurdles or
concerns about inattentive customers ending up
enrolled in products they don’t want. We found
that using an active choice approach that brings
an enrollment option to consumers’ attention
and affirmatively asks them to decide can also
have a meaningful impact on participation rates
in an automatic savings program, increasing the
share of users enrolled in automatic savings by
31% after eight months, while avoiding some
of the concerns raised by an opt-out approach.

Because these factors would have equally
influenced Even users who did and did not
see the active choice messaging, we can
be confident in the positive impacts of the
active choice messaging on automatic savings
participation rates and savings balances.
Companies implementing active choice to
encourage automatic savings in a different
economic context may see different savings
rates or balances for their users, but are
likely to also create a positive impact.
Companies who want to help their users save
can take three lessons from this research:

Companies implementing active choice to encourage automatic savings in a different
economic context may see different savings rates or balances for their users, but are
likely to also create a positive impact.
11

Natalie Cox et al., Initial Impacts of the Pandemic on Consumer Behavior: Evidence from Linked Income, Spending, and Savings, July 2020.
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The active choice messaging, added to the end of
Even’s onboarding flow, increased savings without
affecting dropout rates. The addition of a single
page asking users if they wanted to start saving
was simple for Even to implement and maximized
the time in which users could save; users could
start saving as soon as they answered the active
choice question, whereas individuals in a control
group could start saving only after they sought
out the savings section of the app and opted in.
This decision also caught users at an opportune
moment, when financial planning and goals
were salient during the signup process for a new
financial product. We saw no impact from decision
fatigue or other potential factors that would drive
dropout during the onboarding process. Based on
the results of this research, Even has expanded
active choice messaging to all new enrollees.

The default contribution amount for an automatic
savings program can influence financial health
outcomes because many users will choose to
save the amount suggested. Even suggested
that workers start saving 3% of their paycheck,
and we found that Even users who saw the
active choice messaging increased their savings
balances to $52 on average after eight months.
A higher default contribution rate embedded
within an active savings choice may encourage
users to save even more money automatically
and increase their balances further.12

Promote opportunities to save during
onboarding to increase enrollment.
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Consider increasing the default contribution
amount to grow savings balances further.

In a retirement savings context, increasing the default contribution rate led to significantly higher contributions and a small decrease in the number of people who chose to enroll
in the savings program. John Beshears et al., How Do Consumers Respond When Default Options Push the Envelope?, SSRN, October 11,2017. Further research should explore the
tradeoff between default savings amounts and participation rates for short-term savings programs, particularly among lower-wage workers.
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Connect with Us
For resources on measuring financial health, visit:
finhealthnetwork.org/research/financial-health-measurement.
To connect with us about your financial health innovation, or to learn about the
Financial Health Network’s other research on financial health solutions, visit:
finhealthnetwork.org/research/behavioral-insights.
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The Financial Health Network is the leading authority on financial
health. We are a trusted resource for business leaders, policymakers,
and innovators united in a mission to improve the financial health
of their customers, employees, and communities. Through research,
advisory services, measurement tools, and opportunities for cross-sector
collaboration, we advance awareness, understanding, and proven
best practices in support of improved financial health for all.
For more on the Financial Health Network, go to finhealthnetwork.org
and join the conversation online:
@FinHealthNet
FinancialHealthNetwork
Financial Health Network
Financial Health Network
FinHealthNet

Financial Health Network
135 S. LaSalle, Suite 2125, Chicago, IL 60603 | 312.881.5856
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